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Architect: Donald Ross (1909)/William Flynn (1922) 
 
  Par Rating  Slope Yardage 
Blue  70 71  130 6128 
White  70 69.4  126 5779 
   
 
Overview: 
 
 The logo says “1894” so you can imagine this place has a real air of tradition about it.  The grill room is 
full of memorabilia of past presidents and dignitaries that have been members and  played here-clearly there are 
deep roots as a Washington golfing institution.  Very much in the Columbia Country Club mold, ensconced in 
an urban, neighborhood setting the golf course is fit tight as a glove into what would now be considered the 
minimal requirement of acreage for a full length course.  A very hilly piece of ground, the holes meander, 
folded tightly among each other in a serpentine routing that follows no conventional pattern.  One is constantly 
surprised by what comes next until the last hole climbs up the hill to the foot of the resplendent clubhouse 
perched on the hill -this is something out of U.S. Open lore.   
 
 In 1909 the members of the club hired the renowned Donald Ross to design the course on the new piece 
of ground they had acquired on Glebe Road.  He presented them with an expensive  “deluxe” and a cheaper 
“not so deluxe” set of plans and the frugal membership went with the latter.  As a result they did not get his full 
attention in the implementation of the design but they had a short 18 hole par 68 golf course as a result.  In 1919 
they acquired 47 adjacent acres and hired William Flynn to help them stretch out and take full advantage of the 
new space.  Flynn designed five wonderful new holes that stretched the course to over 6000 yards and did 
considerable renovation to the rest of them as he reconfigured the holes to create a challenging championship 
layout.  In spite of the fact that Flynn is way more responsible for the charming character of the course we play 
today, the membership will insist they have a true Donald Ross design. 
 
 The yardage of 6100 from the tips is a bit of a fooler-par 70 with two par fives that are in no way full 
measure 3-shot holes-but five par fours over 400 yards with serious undulation that make them play even longer 
give the player a stiff challenge.  The driving areas are very tight-lots of massive old trees tower over the 
doglegs making the player very conscious of picking the right angle of approach from the landing area of their 
drives.  The greens are very small-yet segmented and full of slopes built in a time when the green speeds would 
have allowed it-with today’s mowing they can be disarmingly fast from above the hole so playing shots below 
the pin on approach is a premium strategy.  The small greens mean that pitching and chipping is a big part of 
the day’s calling-but Ross provided plenty of run up space in front of these greens so it is easy to be creative on 
green side shots. 
 
 The three pars play within a two-club range on the distance but I found that the elevation changes, the 
chance decision of the grounds crew on placement of the tee markers, and any wind at all actually provide a 
much wider variety of club/shot selection when it comes times playing them.  In some ways these short holes 
and the short par fours are the key to a good scoring round-this is where you  cannot stumble, you must make 



pars and get some good birdie looks to make up for the inevitable double or two you will experience on the 
longer holes.  My strategy is to ignore the tight driving areas and tight green settings and play full throttle 
aggressive all day-hit it long off the tee paying good notice to the approach angle to the green and make club 
choices into the green that will reach the segment of the green that holds the flag.  The nickel defense will not 
protect your scorecard on this course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 An interesting bit of trivia, looking at scorecard they have from 1934 the basic routing and yardage of 
the course have not changed at all.  Despite innumerable renovations,  the course maintains it’s original format 
and that, more than anything else, holds testimony to the genius in this design-it still challenges the golfer at all 
levels in spite of the current advantage of playing with the latest technological marvels.  Small sloped greens are 
the secret to the competitive longevity of this course-tactical driving and precise iron play is the only way to 
gain an advantage on this Ross design. 
 
  
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4 307/290 
 
 From a precipice tee box next to the clubhouse this short par four tumbles below your feet-the favored 
landing area is only a 210 yard shot so pick your driving club appropriately-anything beyond that distance 
engages the overhang of trees narrowing this fairway significantly the last 100 yards into this green.  The green 
setting is typical of what you will see all day-set slightly above on a hill pinched by side/front bunkering but 
with a run-up lane and a steep hill that will reject tepid approach shots.  As a rule, front pins are the toughest to 
negotiate on green settings like these.  The bunkering around these greens is not lavish but they are set deeply 
into the side hills and there are few real easy bunker shots as a result.  Anything past the hole will be a ripping 
fast first putt that will need full chutes to stop it near the hole.  A clever tee shot and precise wedge and you 
have a good chance to get out of the gate fast on this soft opening hole. 
 
#2 Par 3 180/159 
 
 Three of the four three pars have this look-high teeing area across a valley to a raised green on a hill. 
The tee is set to the left which brings into play the overhang of huge sentinel oak trees short and left of the 
green.  The sharp fall off of the green is on the left so you have to play up the front and right on your tee shot.  
Flanking bunkers collar the right and long are a saving grace to anything that is too feisty off to that side.  
Another green that is steeply sloped in the front so the easier pins are in the back on the right. 
 
#3 Par 4 439/424 
 
 This is the early wake-up call- the number one handicap hole probably the hardest of the par fours in the 
metropolitan Washington area.  Every shot from the tee shot to the last putt hitting the tin is a major challenge 



on this hole.  Elevated tee to a landing area below that swerves from the left like a reverse bank at Daytona.   
The creek that creeps up the right all the way to the green is a major factor to deal with and suggests you should 
play your tee ball up the left, but this the creek is a challenge you must take on since a second off the side hill 
on the left is no good and the shortest line to this very long hole is just off the creek as it gets closest to the 
fairway driving area.  This is also the flattest area from which to play your second and a level stance is a real 
asset on the fairway metal second you are called upon to play.  The green sits well below the driving area 
wedged back between the creek on the right and a full growth tree perched  on a side hill about 75 yards from 
the green.   
 
 
 
The best play here is lean on the longer club since the only safe area is long where they left a generous patch of 
grass beyond the putting surface that will give you relatively easy pitch back into the green sloping front to 
back.  This is not a very large green considering the length of shot required, but who said fair needs to be part of 
the equation.  Five is a respectable score so don’t try anything risky on your second if the conditions don’t set 
up for a something in your comfort zone. 
 
#4 Par 5 457/439 
 
 The first of the two funky five-pars.  The two of them give you little room to stretch your elbows-they 
simply need to be played by the numbers and move on.  The drive here is uphill-into a concave landing area 
between two side hills.  There is really no bad drives since there is little strategy to a  second shot.  Pretty much 
pick a tree top on the horizon and advance it about 140 yards to a lay-up area sandwiched between side hills 
about 100 yards from the green.  Considering a shot at the green in two requires a tarot card reading because 
you are hitting a blind shot off an upslope to a visualized target with no room for error.  The bunker pinching 
from the left about 50 yards from the green is a sure double waiting to occur.  If you have chosen the rational 
approach,  the third shot is dicey because this green is one of the longest on the course with a very narrow front.  
Not as steep in the front as the earlier ones so you can be aggressive to a front flag.  The back of the green is 
raised and wider but focus on the flag location on your approach because long putts on this green have lots of 
slope in them and make two-putting a challenge.  Coolest look on this hole is from the green back up the 
fairway-lots of interesting topography you negotiated on the way down. 
 
#5 Par 4 339/322/310/293 
 
 Two greens for the green staff to choose from each day-the one on the left is harder to get to but easier 
to keep your ball on.  Either way the “green of the day” sign reads, the tee ball is driver up and across the hill 
with a slight right to left shape to turn toward the green settings.  Driving through the fairway is ok, just some 
rough grass but an open angle back to the greens-missing on the left means pitch out and waste one.  The right 
green is tiny and somewhat of an inverted bowl-so keeping the shot on the green seems a challenge.  The left 
green is set diagonally back to the right-7 to 1-and has a deep faced bunker protecting the approach on the right. 
The shot in is a high fade working back up the angle of the green-this can be a difficult hitting off a downslope 
so getting the shot to work back to the right is a real bit of finesse handwork.   Since your approach is across the 
bow of the ship do not be surprised if it hits the green and skips on through to a grassy, folded collection area 
back left.  This green has maximum pitch in it so you are going to get a slick roll from just about any angle to 
the flag.  This is one of the short par fours you should take advantage of but don’t be too aggressive if your tee 
shot does not set up for something that fits your eye. 



 
#6 Par 4 371/348 
 
 As they say in luge, you are now approaching the technical part of the track.  Precise tactics and decision 
making on the next three par fours are crucial to protecting your scorecard.  This first par four is a straight ramp 
from tee to green with a distinct lean to the right in the landing area.  You feel, rightly so, that you have to hit it 
hard on this tee since the uphill is worth a good 30 yards-but there is really no advantage in taking on the tight 
line on the left-deep fairway bunkers will make par impossible-so I would aim at center and let the ball fall to  
 
 
 
the right on the ground.  Now you have a green set well above you, sentinel oak overhangs the left, so an 
approach from the right gives you a clear view of the target.  Club extra for this elevation change-it is worth one 
for sure-the green tips slightly back to front so come up the center just under the flag location.  Over is death so 
choose the club wisely. 
 
#7 Par 4 413/403 
 
 The second most panoramic view of the day-the most panoramic is one hole ahead.  Take a minute to 
take in the beauty of this hole setting out below you-get over it before you plan your tactics.  Tee box is just 
above the last green and it looks down to a landing area about 240 in front of you on the left of the fairway-
straight through on that line are a couple of fairway bunkers that are reachable.  Alternative choice, and one I 
like, is tee up on the left and hit a hard fade at the right edge of the fairway and try to reach the perched part of 
the fairway above those fairway bunkers.  If you clear the face of the hill on that line you have a much shorter 
shot to a green on level to that drive position.  The green is severely raised much like number one but you are 
hitting a wood instead of a pitching wedge trying to split the opening in front.  The false front of the green is as 
severe as you will see all day.  The front pin is bear-especially if you hit it two feet past flag high.  The back of 
the green is more level and a tinch wider-truth is a middle or back pin is playable from behind the green so be 
aggressive in your club choice to those pin settings. 
 
#8 Par 4 418/407 
 
 The drive off the tee is elemental-center and long to reach the crest of the hill slightly above you from 
the tee.  If you do not carry it to the top of the hill you will be laying up on your second.  Once you walk to the 
top of this hill the world drops off below to a green setting that is out of J.R.R. Tolkien.  A good club less carry 
because of the elevation change and to a green that is tucked up and to the right.  Watching your ball fall from 
this high area to the green below is the stuff of documentaries.  Aim at the front left and try to work a fade up 
the green.  Looking from this green back up to the landing area off the tee you are amazed that you did not need 
a pack mule to negotiate the trail down from the drive landing area. 
 
#9 Par 3 170/160 
 
 Don’t miss the beef barley at the half way house if there is a chill in the air-the rest of the fare is typical 
half-way house stuff.  This par three is similar to the arrangement on two-high tee, valley to carry, and green on 
level to the tee.  The green here is more generous and closer than it appears from the tee-the hole plays exactly 
the measured length on the tee plate so pick your club by the number.  This green is very steep from 11 to 5 so a 



draw works nicely up the slope.  Keep in mind if you are putting from that direction you have to hit it hard or 
you are looking at a good three-putt opportunity.  Only no-no is long and left because pitching back down from 
a down-slope lie down the same steep incline of the green- saving par from there is very unlikely.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#10 Par 4 323/313 
 
 This hole bears some similarity to #6 but it is considerably shorter.  Another ramp job up from tee to 
green but, because of the shorter measurement, you have little onus here to hit it big.  As with six, a drive up the 
center falling to the right is fine.  The landing area has lots of contour so you are unlikely to have a level stance 
for the second shot up the hill.  What is not apparent from down where you are hitting is that the green has no 
left side-it is narrow with the neighborhood bearing hard from the left.  Bunkers protect the right but the best 
shot is up the right-skirting the bunker and creeping on the front of the green.  This green is pitched steeply 
from back to front so the front landing area makes most putts more manageable.  The cross green putts break 
dramatically to the front-back to front putts require a parachute. 
 
#11 Par 3 196/169 
 
 The lay of this hole is typical of the par threes-long carry over a valley to a perched green, yet this green,  
a full 3 tier affair that is a good 40 yards long, bears no resemblance to anything else you see all day.   
The green has been set into the hillside on the left with tiered ramping from 7 to 1-it resembles a target type of 
par three on a Florida course.  Truthfully it is a very cool hole-just seems out of character to the rest.  Three club 
difference from front to back-pick your club carefully and take on the bunkers that flank the green on the right 
to get a good reception from the ground.  Once on the green there is a disarming amount of slope both side to 
side and back to front-anything over 20 feet is a real three-putt opportunity.  Another spectacular view watching 
your ball drop out of the sky against the hilly back drop to the putting surface below. 
 
#12 Par 4 397/376 
 
 Time to grind again-from here to the end there are no let ups.  This one plays at least 15% longer than 
the measurement-uphill to a landing area and up more hill to the perched green setting.  Drive right edge into 
the side wall of a racket ball court-this will kill the flight of your ball and force it back to the left edge of the 
fairway.  The second will be played with the ball above your feet into a perched green well above you.  The 
second should be launched at the left edge of the green-likely to hit another hill and die which will leave a short 
pitch into the raised green.  This green does not show it from the fairway but it is steeply pitched back-to-front.  
Any putt across this green will break big time from the left and pick up speed as it slows and turns back down 
toward the front.  The hardest thing here is to avoid the double with a three putt after the pitch. 
 
#13 Par 4 402/395 
 



 Plays opposite direction to the last so it is slightly back down hill.  The driving area looks like a 
wrinkled comforter-just a sea of folds and undulations.  Drive to right center to get the best kick back down 
toward the center of the fairway.  The second is to a teeny, narrow green with bunkers on either side-the green 
is on level to your drive location but this shot is played off a down slope so it is a real challenge to hold this on 
line to the flag.  Missing the green left is death-there is a serious fall-off into Sherwood Forest-plenty of bail 
room to the right of the green though it will leave a dicey pitch.  Landing balls short of the green and letting 
them feed on to the putting surface is a good method of a controlled approach.   
 
 
 
 
#14 Par 3 192/176 
 
 The last of the par threes-probably the hardest on which to make a par.  Two club elevation change from 
the precipice tee down to a shimmering target below.  The front of the tee masks clear appearance of the green 
which only adds to the mystery of this shot.  Green is narrow and sits on an angle to the fairway and seems to 
favor a high fade floating out of the heaven.  The other vagary here is that the green itself sits up slightly from 
ground surrounding it so the greenside pitches require deft touch and a good bit of imagination to save a par.   
 
#15 Par 5 430/409 
 
 This best can be described as a par four-par three-par three hole.   The drive is hard right center to clear 
the left angle turn the hole takes at about 210 from the tee.  Now you are looking at a green set 220 yards well 
above you-framed by tree lines on both sides-across an environmental depression about 120 yards in front of 
you.  Your choice on the second is to hit a wedge 100 yards and then play a 120 yard shot up the hill from the 
near side of the cross hazard or try to launch an effective 240 yard shot-uphill-threading the needle between the 
tree lines in hopes of reaching the front edge of the green that is further protected by two layers of deep bunkers 
on the left.   
 

A leprechaun who knows says, “You never, never, never try to cross the hazard on your second”.  
Theory is there is an Irish Troll with an oversized tennis racket who lives in the environmental depression.  
Given that the green is unreachable there is some sense to this.  Problem for me is that the shot from the lay-up 
in front of the hazard is no picnic because the lies are very furry and uneven.  A third alternative is you pick a 
middle iron and play your second to clear the leprechaun lair to reach the foot of the final hill up to the green. 
The lie may be no better but you will have less than 100 yards to the green up above.  The green is a small  
target-banked from back to front.  This green has some steep banking in the back third so be prepared for more 
harrowing downhill and side hill putts.  If you can figure out a way to reach the green safely in three shots then 
take two putts walk to the next tee satisfied. 
 
#16 Par 4 334/315 
 
 This is one of the more interesting challenges of the day.  No bear on the yardage, this hole is very 
demanding on both shots because of the angles to the playable areas on the holes.  Driving area appears very 
generous from the tee-best shot is left center to get a decent look at a green tucked to the right behind a series of 
layered bunkers that must be avoided.  The second is a shortish iron but played from a very undulating piece of 
terrain so keeping your balance on the second shot is a real task. A high fade into the green can spend most of 



its time over grass and work its way up into the green.  The green is raised from the fairway so you must elevate 
the approach shot all the way to the putting surface or it will get rejected and end up rolling back about twenty 
yards short of the green.  Steep slant in the green so pay close attention to speed depending on your relative 
position to the cup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#17 Par 4 369/344 
 
 A two-par three hole here for sure.  The tee ball needs to go no more than 200 to just clear the top of the 
hill at right center-members will tell you aim at the first “G” in the WGCC logo shrub straight through the 
fairway.  If you hit it farther than this the ball will roll to the bottom of the hill which makes it a much more 
severe angle to the green that is tucked well back to the left across another environmental area. Make sure not to 
cut the left corner off the tee-the tree line on the left from the top of the hill to the green will close these 
approach shots out entirely.  The second shot is as precise as the first-the narrow green is across the hazard and 
pinched tightly between bunkers and this shot has to take an aggressive line at the flag with no wavering. Green 
is again banked from back to front with a bit of stepping so reaching the segment with the flag is important to a 
safe putting experience.  Big hitters will hate this hole-many of them will be scratching their head wondering 
why they are writing a 6 on their card. 
 
#18 Par 4 399/391 
 
 This is one of the longest 399 yard holes you will ever play.  The drive is from a raised tee to a ramping 
tilted fairway that appears much narrower than it really is.  The best drive is hard to center but the left lean of 
the fairway will likely feed it down to the left edge.  From here you have a long club made two clubs longer by 
the severe elevation change in the last fifty yards of the hole.  This is made even harder by the fact that the ball 
is above your feet so holding a big swing from going left is going to be difficult.  This green is one of the 
deepest you play all day-so if you happen to loft the shot all the way up the hill it will likely have plenty of 
room on the other end.   The bunker short and left of the green is a no no-there is some bail out room above the 
green to the right but the ensuing pitch will be a tight one as well.  If you manage to make a par her give a fist 
pump it will be appreciated by those interested bystanders who have been watching you from the grill room. 
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